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Apologies

• John Hutchings

• Paul Horton (arrives at 11 AM) 

Introductions

• Ian Cairns



Adjusted time line until March 

• 20-21 October: Introductions, qualitative model; from 

goals to indicators; some solutions.

• 25 November: Solutions and Targets; toward a draft 

action plan

• 13 December: Economics, Time frame, Equity, draft • 13 December: Economics, Time frame, Equity, draft 

action plan

• 27 January: Land Use, Water Quality/Quantity, Indicators 

and Monitoring: Review model and draft action plan.

• 24 February: Social, Cultural and Ownership. Review 

model and action plan

• 24 March: Simulation and final action plan



Monday 13 December agenda

Economics and Timeframes
• 9.00 Opening and karakia

• Goals for the day, revisiting questions model needs to answer

• Overview until March ‘11

• Summary workshop 2, action points completed and outstanding

• Format of and feedback to draft action plan

• 10.30 Coffee break

• Key updates on the model; How basic economic thinking can be reflected

• Using the model to support the dialogue around economic drivers• Using the model to support the dialogue around economic drivers

• 12.30 Lunch

• Small groups on 4 most promising solutions, economic impacts, time frame and 
anticipate social, environmental and cultural targets reflected in choice indicators

• 15.00 Coffee break

• Reporting on small groups toward crafting the next version of the action plan.

• 16.30 Summary, scheduling and changes

• Outcome: Qualitative structure, data requirements, next steps, some scenarios

• 17.00 Closing and karakia



Action Points from Workshop 2
Action points from Workshop 2 By When Status

Science “hot tub” meeting outcomes – how to link science available into the model?

“Develop work plan to inform decision making around potential action” 

Opinion on impact of pest control on water quality from experts 

Jon By 13 Dec In preparation

Key messages of the day and spokesperson All End of day done

Update model terminology in 20 page documentation All interested By 13 Dec sent

Write to point source polluter to ask about their intentions and if they can bring 

forward any actions

Richard By 13 Dec done

Discharge consents to the river, their waste type and volume and date for renewal Jon By 13 Dec done

Definition of what a ‘stream’ is Russell By 13 Dec done

Contact Horticultural industry representatives IFS/Richard By 13 Dec done

Circulate email and phone contacts to IFS participants Vicky now doneCirculate email and phone contacts to IFS participants Vicky now done

Action points still to complete from Workshop 1

Trends overtime for pollutants/nutrients and explanatory cause and effect. Jon By 13 Dec Reports sent

Invertebrate counts Jon By 13 Dec Russell received 

Map available

Statistics on fish populations and how they have changed overtime should be 

available from the National Fish Database.

Russell By 13 Dec Done

Provide list of effluent, nutrient, stock exclusion/ reduction measures.

Identify what is underway at present and the likely impact. 

Identify possible new measures and their likely impacts

Murray, Jon and the 

Dairy Link Team

General overview 

provided 25/11. More 

detail needed if 

available

In preparation

Provide list of sediment reduction measure.

Identify what is underway at present and the likely impact.

Identify possible new measures and their likely impacts

LCR (by IFS team)

Jon

By 13 Dec In preparation



Draft Action Plan – Table of Contents 

1. Goals of the Accord

2. Key Indicators of Success Achieving Goals of the Accord

Indicators and Measures of Mana and Pride

Indicators and Measures of River Use Values

Indicators and Measures of Healthy River Conditions

Indicators and Measures of Sustainable Economic ProsperityIndicators and Measures of Sustainable Economic Prosperity

3. Key Issues

4. Solutions

Water Quality Issues

Water Quantity Issues

Natural Capital



Preliminary model: 

example questions

• How can social, economic, cultural and natural science 
information be meaningfully integrated?

• How big of an impact can a portfolio of solutions make 
toward the goals of the Accord and intermediate toward the goals of the Accord and intermediate 
indicators? 

• What are the cost and who will benefit?



Principles for Collaborative Decision Making

• Call before going to the media to avoid  surprises as a curtsey. 

• Maintain good faith and a sense of urgency.

• To actively listen and share concerns and information until the group gains a 

common understanding

• All ideas and solutions belong to the group, rather than individuals. 

• Differences in perspectives are embraced and seen as an opportunity for creativity 

and synergy = a challenge to the whole group to push boundaries

• At times the participants might agree to disagree and record this decision together • At times the participants might agree to disagree and record this decision together 

with a pathway to gain further insights in order to arrive at a joint view later 

• Ensure that the key messages are clear from each workshop for public 

consumption; participants have a responsibility to provide feedback if matters are 

not clear.





Closing at 5 PM

• Next workshop 27 January

• Meetings before 27 January

• Data requirements and model development

• Time line for updates published on www.ifs.org.nz• Time line for updates published on www.ifs.org.nz

• Feedback and interim survey

• Closing round and karakia


